Data Visualization Workshop

Time of Event:
Monday, December 12, 2016 - 09:00 to 16:30

Location:

SESYNC
1 Park Place, Suite 300
Annapolis, MD 21401

Data Visualization Workshop

This is a closed workshop for SESYNC affiliates.

Data visualization uses interactive graphical images of abstract data to amplify cognition, and is a key solution when dealing with large, complex, and heterogeneous datasets. In this day-long workshop, we will take a hands-on approach to data visualization starting with the specific tools and techniques that SESYNC researchers may encounter in their work, including network, geospatial, temporal, and multidimensional data. While there will be no specific technical knowledge requirements, participants are expected to have a working knowledge of basic data.

Please contact SESYNC Data Science Instructor Ian Carroll, icarroll@sesync.org [1], with any questions.

Event type:
Short Course/Workshop

Associated SESYNC Researcher(s):
icarroll [2]

Event Attendance:
Private Working Group
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